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A General Introduction to Psycho-analysis. By PROFESSOR SIGMUND

FREUD, LL.D. Authorized translation with a preface by G. STANLEY
HALL. 1920. New YorkZ Boni and Liveright.

To give a lucid, exposition of psycho-analytic doctrines in a comparatively
small compass is by no means an easy task, but herein it is accomplished
ideally. The book consists of a series of twenty-eight lectures which the
author gave to a lay audience. It is written in almost conversational
style, and though the subject must necessarily involve psychological
matter that is more or less abstruse, Freud attacks the problems logically
step by step, and so anticipates- and answers the natural objections and
difficulties which arise, that only the most obtuse could fail to follow his
reasoning and recognize the justness of most of his conclusions. Th e
essentials of the author's work are contained within these pages, except
that his theory of wit is only referred to in a paragraph (p. 201), where he
says: "The origin of wit lies in a foreconscious train of thought which is
left over for a moment to uinconscious manipulation, from which it then
emerges as a joke."

Quite rightly the first section is devoted to the psychology of errors,
because not only do the slips of everydav life especially appeal to all, but
through the study of their mechanisms we get the simplest insight into
unconscious motivation. The problems of the dream and its interpretation
are dealt with in the second section, so that afterwards the pathology of
the neuroses may be the more adequately understood. Sleep is regarded
as a reversion to an intra-uterine state, and dream study is approached
through the consideration of sleep-disturbing stimuli, day-dreams, and the
suggested dreams of the hypnotic state. In order to reach the meaning of
dreams, the manifest and latent dream content are differentiated, childhood
dreams are dilated UpoIn, and the factors of the dream censor, symbolism,
and the dream work discussed, from which the conclusion is reached that
the infantile dream is the obvious fulfilment of an admitted wish; the
distorted dream is the disguised fulfilment of a suppressed wish; and the
anxiety dream is the obvious fulfilment of a suppressed wish.

In the third section the general theory of the neuroses is admirably
expounded. Through the study of the compulsion neurosis the unconsciolus
is shown to exist, and it is demonstrated that not alone is the meaning
of the symptoms invariably hidden in the unconscious, but that the very
existence of the symptoms is conditioned by its relation to the unconscious.
The other transference neuroses (anxiety hysteria, conversion hysteria)
have their mechanisms explained in chapters on resistance and suppres-
sion; the sexual life of man; development of the libido and sexual
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organization; theories of development and regression ; the developmenit
of the symptom; ordinary nervouisness; fear and anxiety; and transfer-
ence. Many psycho-analytic disciples do not find it easy to grasp the
conception that fear initiated at birth (toxic through interference with the-
circulation) is the prototype of all fiutuire fear, and that this birth trauma
is so deeply ingrained in the huiman race that birth by Ciesarean section
makes no difference.

In the very excellent discussion on narcissism, which is looked upoIn
as the libidinouis complement of egoism, other mental disorders have fresh
light thrown uipon them. For some time it has been recognized that in
dementia prTcox the libido was turned back uipon the ego, but the bringinig
of melancholia within the narcissistic fold will be added knowledge to many.
Freuid states that the self-acctusations really apply to another, viz., the lost
sex object or the sex object which has lost its valute. The libido is with-
drawn from the object, and by 'narcissistic identification' the object is
built up withini the ego itself, projected upon the ego. The personal ego
is Inow treated in the same manner as the abandoned object, and stffers
all the aggressioni and expressions of revenge which were plailned for the
object. Thuis their suiicide becomes more comprehensible, as the bitterniess
falls alike oIn the ego itself and the object of love and hate (ambivalence).
The explanationi given of the deluision of 'being watched' is interesting.
In the ego there is an agent which continuially watches and compares the
other part of the ego and thuis opposes it. The being spied on is therefore
a truith, biit it is Inot outside himself. A factor in his ego compares his
actuial ego anid its activities to an ideal-ego that has beenl created in colurse
of development. This ideal-ego is the conscience, the censor, and was buiilt
iup to establish again the self-satisfaction which was bouniid ui) with the
original inifantile narcissism, buit which sinice has had so many disparage-
ments. W'heni analyzed, the deltusion of beiing watched is fotund to
originate ini the influienice of parents, teachers, and society, and identifica-
tioin of the ego. with certain of these models. Fuirther study of the
relationi betweein the ego and sexuial instincts will probably advance olur
knowledge of muich that is at present obscuire in mental disease. Cer-
tainly much remainis to be done in this respect with the traumatic anid
war neuiroses.

The concluding chapter is oIn analytic therapy, where it is showni that
the aims are twofold: to force the libido of symptoms into transferenlce,
and then to set free the libido from this new object. Transference is, of
course, a form of suiggestibility, and according to Ferenczi is the essenice
of it; buit Freuid clearly poinits out how ordinary and hypnotic suiggestion
differ from the sutggestive fa?tor in psycho-anialysis.

Neuirologists of the materialistic school will be gratified to learn that
Freuid tends to leani toward a toxic etiology for the true nieuroses, anid
wonders whether these nieuroses are not disturbances of sexutal metabolism,
whether perhaps in some way more sexual toxins may be produced thain
the inidividutal can dispose of, or that psychic conditions prevent their
proper elaboration. He actually goes so far as to say: "The structulre of
psycho-analysis that we have erected is really oinly a suiperstruicture which
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at some. future time must be placed upon its organic foundation; but what
this is. we do not know as yet."

It must be noted that Freud now uses the terms 'repression' and
'suppression' in the same sense. This is somewhat to be deplored, since it
seems distinctly uiseful to use them as signifying two different psychological
processes. The term 'suppression' is conceived of differently by many
psycho-analysts, but it seems convenient to employ it only in relation to
the conscious and foreconscious systems. Much misunderstanding arises
from the varying conceptions of terms employed in psycho-analytic
literature, and one wishes therefore that the author had been more explicit
on this point. He defines repression (p. 254); later (p. 256) he gives
suppression the same meaning, and afterwards only uses the latter term.
One is surprised, too, that the term 'complex' is used (p. 86) without any
definition of its meaning. Many errors exist which should be corrected
in a future edition. On p. 353, line 27, " fear into libido " should read
"libido, into fear ". The name Siebault is given (p. 81), which evidently
refers to Liebeault of Naancy. Why, too, do we have the spelling 'narcism'
and 'saddism' instead of 'narcissism' and 'sadism ' ?

The book nevertheless is admirable, and supplies a much-needed want.
No other general work on psycho-analysis can compare with this for lucidity,
and, though primarily intended for lay readers, it should be read by all
physicians, who wish to orientate themselves on this important subject;
and those who already have some knowledge will find these pages very
vell worth study.

C. STANFORD READ.

Feeblemindedness in Children of School Age. By C. PAGET LAPAGE,
M.D. With an Appendix on Treatment and Training by MARY
DENDY, M.A. Second edition. 8vo. Pp. 309. 1920; Manchester:
University Press. London: Longmans, Green & Co. Price 10s. 6d
net.

THIS is the second edition of a book first published ten years ago. The
preface suitably describes it as written for school medical officers, teachers,
and workers.

A history is given in the first chapter of the movement to provide
accommodation in institutions for idiots and imbeciles, and important
facts and opinions brought forward during the proceedings of the- Royal
Commission of 1904-8 are mentioned, as well as the salient features in
the report of the Commission. Dr. Francis Warner's investigation of
1892 is quoted, with his conclusion that one per cent of those school children
examined required special care and training, which is a figure that closely
approximates to the actual number ascertained during the last few years
by the local authorities who have carefully inquired into the matter in
their own areas.

Following this historical sketch is a useful chapter coiitaining lists
of the various regulations and circulars that have been issued relating to
the Mental Deficiency Act, but, although the book was published as recently
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